A programme on Awareness about EBSB and the Paring State was arranged in Dr. S. & S. S. Ghandhy college of Engg. & Tech., Surat to make students aware about the Government initiative – “Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat” as a part of celebrating EBSB Day on 28th Feb, 2020.

Dr. S. & S. S. Ghandhy college of Engg. & Tech., Surat is paired with Acharya Panth Shri Grinth Muni Naam Sahab Govt. P.G. College, Kabirdham, Kawardha, Chhattisgarh.

Shri N. A. Sangani, the Prinncipal, Shrimati Dipali Gaywala, EBSB Cordinator, HODs and faculties form Various Department, EBSB club member students and other students remained present in the programme. Total 15 Staff members and 95 Students were present in the programme
Shri M. H. Koladiya conducted the awareness programme that contained Concept and activities under ‘Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat’ and a brief about the paired state Chhattisgirh. Shrimati P. H. Patel Conducted the screening of Chhattisgirh diary – short films on chhattisgirh. Shrimati Dipali Gaywala motivated the students to participate in different activities conducted by EBSB Club.

Photos gives a glimpse of the programme.